ViLOG — your vehicle storage yard
management solution
The get-things-done-right of vehicle
storage yard management

Product summary
ViLOG tracks your vehicles location in
the storage yard with zero eﬀort of your
team.

“

“With ViLOG, KIA Israel significantly improved inventory
turnover. We know exactly where each of our 10,000 cars is
located, and waste no time tracking the 700 cars daily.”
Omri Dagul
KIA Israel

Leveraging the latest cloud, AI and IoT
technologies the system significantly
increases inventory turnover, reduces
costs and is extremely simple to deploy
and operate.
Our solution requires no scanners,
antennas, gates, base stations, making
onboarding eﬀortless.

Pricing model
Subscription, per vehicle
Subscription

Results
Faster vehicle location

Lower storage costs

Instant positioning

Reduced by 25-40%

Faster processing time

Lower labor costs

Reduced by 20 - 40%

Reduced by 50%

IoT

AI

GPS

Optimizing supply
chain at all levels
According to our research, the businesses
involved in finished vehicle logistics now
realize that ineﬀiciencies not so much
happen on the road as they do in the
manufacturing facility, vehicle storage yard
or distribution center.
And when they do occur, the entire supply
chain is aﬀected, as yard managers cannot
handle them eﬀectively due to no realtime and accurate information throughout
the entire facility yard, unoptimized
processes or a lack of staﬀ.

Low Energy
Bluetooth

RSSI
Location

The key features of vehicle positioning, tracking and inventory
turnover analytics help to overcome such challenges as low
inventory turnover, long vehicle processing time, ineﬀicient
yard operations and high labor costs.

›

Possibility to develop custom dashboards and alerts
triggered by scenarios such as status updates for a
particular vehicle as it goes through the pipeline, arrival of
vehicles with certain VIN numbers, and more

ViLOG lets you maximize resources and minimize costs by
25-40% while overseeing all aspects of yard operations. It
enables well-informed process optimization thanks to better
visibility into such metrics as storage and processing time per
vehicle, allows for improved resource planning thanks to
historical insights into inventory turnover.

›

Web and mobile access for convenient use by both yard
managers and operators

›

Integration with ERP for accurate exchange of inventory
data and vehicle location data

ViLOG solution enables improved planning that leads to
optimized transportation costs thanks to accurate real-time
status updates as well as turnover analytics (for example,
knowing the exact current throughput, you can better plan
shipments and thus prevent trailer idling).
The platform empowers to maintain smooth arrival, movement
and shipment of inventory allowing 20-40% faster processing
time, provide customers with instant status updates and
handle complaints faster, saving a lot of legwork and time
compared to manual yard management processes.
Instant location of vehicles is available on a mobile phone and
PC in just several clicks, without extra manual or mental eﬀort.

Advantages of ViLOG
1. Low-investment start (or trial): you don’t have to deploy a
costly and complex infrastructure including scanners,
antennas, gates, etc.
2. Hassle-free implementation: we will only need to provide you
with our BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) beacons and set up a new
account in the system to get the ball rolling — zero
configuration, no third-party vendors needed.

Key ViLOG features
›

Laser-sharp vehicle positioning, and tracking powered by a
combination of top-notch technologies

›

Real-time data retrieval with the system being automatically
updated every few seconds

›

Graphical visibility into the entire yard

›

Inventory turnover analytics that relies on historical data

3. Optimized yard management operations: all routine
procedures like check-in/out, PDI, vehicle movement requests
and many others are simplified thanks to fully automated,
realtime vehicle tracking without human intervention.
4. Scalability: ViLOG is equally eﬀicient for yards of any size — it
only takes more beacons to increase the number of vehicles
connected to the system.
5. Low maintenance: BLE beacons used by ViLOG are
inexpensive, can be easily moved from one vehicle to another
and only require rare battery replacement - no hiring
maintenance staﬀ needed.

Results reported by ViLOG adopters
Time for locating vehicles in the storage yard reduced
by 4 times

Time for processing and delivery to customers reduced
by 2 days per vehicle

Storage costs reduced by 25-40%

Reduced idle time and wasteful movement

Increased yard throughput

Improved process transparency

Labor costs reduced by 50%

Improved customer service

Reduced human errors

Increased sales and revenue

Positioning and tracking data
storage and processing
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How ViLOG works
We’ve gone to great lengths to come up with just the optimal
technology stack that would enable maximum eﬀiciency
without deploying complex hardware infrastructure or
compromising performance.

Onboarding process

The three main components of our vehicle storage yard
management system:

1. Collecting information about your storage yard, such as the
number of employees, types of vehicles stored and yard
capacity, to create a detailed model of your yard and calculate
the number of BLE beacons required to implement our
solution.

1. BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) beacons that are placed into
vehicles and coupled to their VIN numbers.

2. Providing you with BLE beacons — we can ship them to you,
or you can order them yourself based on our specifications.

2. Fixed BLE beacons optionally used for triangulation
positioning in indoor parking lots, where GPS isn’t accurate and
the system requires constant calibration.

3. Setting up your ViLOG account.

3. Cloud collects data from smartphones and uses a complex,
AI-powered detection mechanism to calculate precise
positioning of the vehicles in real time without user
intervention - yard operators just need to carry the phones with
them at all times.

4. You are good to go.

Let’s talk
Drop us a line at sales@vilog.io
to schedule a free initial consultation
and learn more about our solution.

